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Taylor's theorem for a function of several variables
by F. CHORLTON
Department of Mathematics and Physics,
The University of Aston in Birmingham,
Gosta Green, Birmingham, B4 7ET, England
(Received 12 June 1985)
1. Introduction
A second-year mathematics course for science and/or engineering usually
contains the elements of the calculus of functions of more than one independent
variable. This includes the establishment of Taylor's theorem for two independent
variables and its application to the theory of maxima and minima of functions of two
independent variables. In brief, the method used for establishing the Taylor
expansion oif(x, y) about a point x = a, y = b is to put x = a + ht,y = b + kt and to write
(j)(t) =/(« + ht,b + kt), a function of one independent variable only. Then Maclaurin's
theorem applied to (j>(t) to produce a series expansion about t = 0 in ascending powers
oit, followed at the end by putting t=\, finally gives the required Taylor expansion
off(a + h, b + k) about (a, b) in ascending powers of h, k for sufficiently small \h\, \k\.
It is the experience of the writer that students invariably find this section of the
work recondite. Also, the above expressions of x and y each as functions of t with a, b,
k, h treated as constants, implies a linear relationship between x and y. This can, of
course, be explained away: it is applicable only in the neighbourhood of (a, b) for
sufficiently small \h\, \k\. Yet very few authors say this.
This Note indicates how the difficulties involved in obtaining the extended
Taylor expansion may be obviated. The method assumes as foreknowledge the
Taylor expansion of a function of one variable and the algebraic properties of the D-
operator which will normally have been encountered earlier in a course on
elementary differential equations. The method given is applied directly to a function
of m independent variables: this general case is just as easily treated as the special case
2. Details of the method
It will be assumed throughout that all requisite conditions of continuity and
differentiability prevail for the considered functions. We first cite Taylor's theorem
for a continuous and many-times differentiable function/(x) in the form
f(x + h)=f(x) + hfw(x)+~f^(x) + ... (1)
which is valid for sufficiently small \h\. I{D = d/dx, the right-hand side of (1) may be
written
l +AD+ffi!+. • • j/(x) = exp (hD)f(x)
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so that (1) may be more simply expressed
f(x + h) = exp(hD)f(x) (2)
It will be recalled that the 'remainder form' of (1) is
^f\x) + ...+f\x + eh) (3)
for some 6, generally dependent on x and h, and satisfying 0<6<l.
Let us now consider the case of a function f(x1,x2- •• ,xm) of m independent
variables xt(r=\,2,..., m). The Taylor expansion of/(*i +hlr x2 + h2,...,xm + hm)
about (,xltx2, • • • yXm) is required for sufficiently small \hr\ (r= 1, . . . ,tn). We denote
djdxr by DT (r= 1 tn) and use the form (2) successively. Then
f(x1+h1,x2+h2,.. .,xm + hm)
= exp(k1D1)f(xux2+h2 xm+hm)
= exp (h^Dy) exp (h2D2)f(xu x2,x3 + /z3, ...,xm + hm)
= exp (hiDj) exp (h2D2).. .exp (hmDm)f(xux2, ...,xm)
= exp(hlDi+h2D2 + .. . + hmDm)f(xltx2, ...,xm)
Thus corresponding to (2)
f(x1+h1,x2 + h2,... ,xm + hm) = exp(h1D1+h2D2 +.. .hmDm)f(x1,x2, ...,xm) (4)
The right hand side of (4) may be expanded to give
>m)+^(h1D1 + ... + hmDm)2 + ...
1
•2 *-) (5)
The form (5) is probably all that is wanted in an elementary course. If, however, a
suitable 'remainder form' corresponding to (3) is required, then the procedure is as
follows. Scrutiny of the operator form (hlD1 +.. . + hmDm) which appears raised to
all positive powers in (5), suggests trying to find a scalar parameter t, such that
h1Dl + h2D2 + ...+hmDm=D=dldt
Now if such a £ exists so that xr = xr(t) (r= 1 , . . . , m), then
dt dt d*i dt dxm~ r ^ dt '
Comparing the last two forms,
dxTjdt = hT or xr = hrt, r = 1 , . . . , tn
The form (5) now becomes
-D2 + ,..)<l>{t) (6)
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where
<j>(t)=f{xl,x2,...,xm); xr = xr(t), r=\,...,m
Comparing (6) with (1), we see that the right-hand side of (6) is <f)(t +1). But the form
(3) indicates that the expansion of <fr(t+1) about t with remainder is
^t+\) = m + mt) + ...+-^^D"-14>(t)+^Dn<t>(t + e) (7)
for some 6 satisfying 0<9<l. Here the remainder term means that
1 d"
is first evaluated and then t is replaced by t-\-Q. Since
)=f(xu .. .,xm)=f(h1t,.. .,hmt)
=f(x1+oh1,...,xm+ehm)
(6) and (7) now give the required 'remainder form':
f(Xl+hu...,xm + hm)
+ •••+- 7rr(h1D1 + ... + hmDm)-1f(x1, ...,xm)
{n—iy.
+-(h1Dl + ... + hmDmrf(x1 + 6h1,...,xm + 6hm) (8)
n\
The remainder term in (8) is found from •
-(h1Dl +.. .+hmDm)nf{xu ...,xm)
TV.
by replacing each xT in this by xr + 6hr (r= 1 , . . . , m) after evaluation.
Finally, a terse form of Taylor expansion corresponding to (2) may be found
using vector notation. If in w-space r is the vector with components xr, h the vector
with components hr and V the operator with components djdxr (r = 1, . . . , m), then for
sufficiently small \hr\, the expansion (5) of/^x +h^ xm + hm) may be written
) = exp(h-V)/(r) (9)
The remainder form, corresponding to (3), is now
/(r + h) =/(r) +l(h • V)/(r) +. . . + ( ^ [ ( h ' V)"' VCO+^(h • V)"/(r+8h) (10)
In (9) and (10), /(r) is a scalar function of the position vector r.
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On two elliptic θ-function identities stated by
Srinivasa Ramanujan†
by S. BHARGAVA and CHANDRASHEKAR ADIGA
Department of Post-graduate Studies and Research in Mathematics,
University of Mysore, Manasagangothri, Mysore-570006, India
(Received 26 July 1985)
The purpose of this note is to give a simple proof of two elliptic θ-function
identities stated by Ramanujan in his Notebooks.
1. Introduction
In Chapter 16 of his Second Notebook, Srinivasa Ramanujan [1] gives his own
definition of the elliptic 0-function in the form:
f(a,b)= ^
a
("(»+i)}/26(n(n-i)}/2; j^i < } ( 1 )
— oo
He then indicates in the rest of the Notebook a developrnent of the theory of elliptic 6-
functions by stating numerous identities. Most of these identifies appear in elegant
form because of his definition (1) of the theta function. This observation has led
Adiga et al. [2] to give a simple proof of the following identity (2 a) and some
corollaries also stated by Ramanujan [1, Vol. 2, pp. 200-204]
a(n)
0(z,t)= Y, 9™ e2miz0(7imnt + nz, n2t)+R(n), q = ei*t, lmt>0, (2a)
where
(n-1), if n is odd
(« —2), if n is even
and
fO, if n is odd
\qf^4e'nl:0(^nn2t + nz, n2t), if n is even
or, equivalently,
f(a, b)= j ; U
m
f(^^,^fp) + R(n), \ab\<l (2 b)
m— — a(n) \ *-^
m
 *-*m /
where
i(«-2), if n is even
† The results of this paper form a part of the second author's Ph.D. dissertation at the
University of Mysore, Mysore, India.
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and
!
0, if n is odd
The identity (2 b) appears as Entry 31 of Chapter 16 in Ramanujan's Second
Notebook.
In this note we show, by observing some simple properties of the function
a(n)=^n(n + \), how we can obtain more transparent proof of (2 b) and of quasi-
periodicity
t, t), Im/>0 (3a)
or, equivalently,
f(a,b) = a"in + 1)l2bnin-1)l2f{a(ab)n, b(ab)~"}, \ab\<\ (3b)
Adiga et al. [2] have used (3 b) in proving (2 6). In what follows, our proof of (2b)
is independent of (3 b).
2. Two identities concerning elliptic 0-functions
If k, m and n are integers and if a and b are complex numbers and
cr(n) = n(n + l)l2 (4)
and
Un = aa(n)b'(-n) (5)
it is easily observed that
a(n) — a( — n) = n (6)
a(m + n) — a(m) = a(n) + mn (7)
and
o(m)o(ri)-\-o~( — m)o~( — ri) = a(mn) (8)
and hence
Um+n = (ab)™UmUn (9)
and
Um+n=WmUn (10)
where
Wm={a(ab)nY(m){b(ab)-n}«-m) (11)
and
(C7m+n/C7mrw(Um_n/C/mr (-* )= Um+JUm (12)
The proofs of (2 b) and (3 b) are now immediate and are given in Theorems 1 and 2
below.
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Theorem 1
If \ab\ < 1 and if n is any integer, then (3 a) or, equivalently, (3 b) holds.
Proof
We first observe that on using (5) in (1), we can write
f(a,b) = £ Um (13)
— 00
Now, the right hand side of (3 b)
= Unfd Housing (11)
— oo
= UH £ (UH+kIUn), using (10)
k= - o o
00
= I um
m = — oo
This on using (13) gives (3 b).
Theorem 2
If \ab\ < 1 and if n is any positive integer then identity (2 a) or equivalently (2 b)
holds.
Proof
If we put
,
 v fO, if n is odd
v k ( n ) = \ T T -f •
{Unk+ni2, if n is even,
then we have, upon substituting (5) in (1),
oo / a(n)
' = I E
t= - oo \m=-«(n)
a(n) oo oo
= Z Z Unk+m+ X
m = — a(n) k= — oo Jfc = — oo
= E Um
m Um
Here we have used (12) and the definition (1) off. This completes the proof of the
theorem.
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A note on Gegenbauer's differential operators and
their applications to linear differential equations
by V. P. ONYANGO-OTIENO
Department of Mathematics, University of Nairobi,
P.O. Box 30197, Nairobi, Kenya
(Received 2 August 1985)
Our aim in this article is to extend the idea of ascending and descending
operators which was developed by Chen and Barret for Legendre's differential
operators, to the case of Gegenbauer differential operators. These operators are
shown to be non-commutative except for the eigenvalues n=?—v.
1. The non-commutativity of the Gegenbauer operators
A glance at the standard accounts on Gegenbauer polynomials in any book on
special functions, (see [2] or [3]) reveals the following two expressions:
1)C;_1( .V) = 0 (1)
and
:^{x) - 2vCl(x) = 0 (2)
where C*(x) is the Gegenbauer polynomial, v a parameter and D: =djdx.
If we now take the derivative of (1), we obtain
(n+l)DCvn+i(x)-2(n + v)C;(x)-2(n + v)xDC^x) + (n + 2v-l)DCl_l(x) = 0 (3)
Now, by using equations (2) and (3) to eliminate DC^+1(x) we obtain the
recurrence expression
(4)
In a similar way we may obtain the recurrence expression
(x) = 0 (5)
Hence, by eliminating DCl(x) from (4) and (5), we obtain Gegenbauer's two
differential operators:
-x2)-^-(n + 2v-\)x~]cZ-1(x)=-nCl(x) (6)
and
+ nx\cn{x) {n + 2v\)(Z-l{x) (7)
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And now (as in the case of Chen and Barret [1]) we define Gegenbauer's ascending
and descending operators by
^ l)* (8)
ax
and
G n : = ( l - * 2 ) ^ + «* (9)
Equations (6) and (7) now become
GB+q;_1w=nQ(x)
and
Equivalently, both (10) and (11) can also be expressed in matrix form:
oro G:[Gn. o
And now, premultiplying G* on both sides of equation (9) and using (8) we obtain
G;GnCXx) = n(n + 2v-\)<?n(x) (13)
Since
equation (13) is then the Gegenbauer's equation expressed in terms of the so-called
Gegenbauer's ascending and descending operators. The commutation bracket for
such differential operators can be written
[GmGB+] = (2n + 2v - l ) ( l -* 2 ) (14)
and we see that Gegenbauer's differential operators G* and Gn commute only if
n=j— v, i.e.
[G._v,G^_J = 0 if «= i -v
2. Application of Gegenbauer's differential operators to first-order linear
differential equations
Consider the differential equation
(l-*2)^-(v-i)*y=/(*) (15 a)
where f(x) is a given function. The left-hand side may be expressed in the form of
Gegenbauer's differential operators:
tG — G+~\" 2 " \y=f(x) (15 b)
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and the solution of this is easily shown to be
/ 2 5 / 4
*
2 ) 1 ' * - " 2 (16)
where C is a constant of integration.
Consider now the differential equation
— (1— x2) — + (2v + n — l)xy = f(x) (17)
Then on using the Gegenbauer differential operator G*, the solution is obtained to
be
n)/2 \(l-x2J (18)
3. Application of Gegenbauer's differential operators to second-order
differential equations
Consider now the equation
^ x
2)x^--(v-b[\+{n-\)x2]y=f(x) (19a)
or equivalently,
which in terms of Gegenbauer's differential operators become
$Gn(Gn-G:)y=f(x) (20)
Hence onusing(16) and a similar argument as in (18) we obtain the solution of (20) as
= {\ -x2)1'*-*'2 f(1 -x2
where
j \ -x2)"'2(x) = (l -x2)"'2  (1 -x2y'2-1f(x
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